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Grand Valley State University

WHAT'S INSIDE

GVL Managing Editor

A new Engineering
building is under
construction on the
Pew Campus.
3
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Convocation begins new academic year
By Alan Ingram

Downtown

www.lanthorn.com

As part of a tradition
that stems back many
years. Grand Valley State
University administrators,
faculty
and
staff
welcomed
new
and
returning students for the
upcoming academic year
at convocation Friday
morning.
GVSU President Mark
Murray, Provost Gayle
Davis
and
Professor
Robert
Franciosi,
chair of the University
Academic
Senate,
addressed the students
with different messages
of encouragement.

While fall orientation
allows the students to get
to know each other, the
university and some of
the culture on it, Davis
explained the tradition
of convocation is also
important.
“I welcome you to this
academic world,” Davis
said to the students.
She added to the
faculty, “Thank you in
advance for all the work
you’ll do this year.” She
asked the faculty, who sat
in the audience wearing
academic robes, to rise
and be recognized by their
students.
Franciosi, an English
professor, said he likes
to be able to address the

group as part of his role as
the chair of the University
Academic Senate. While
he explained that while
he could have used the
opportunity to address
decision makers like the
administration,
faculty,
staff or Board of Trustees
members, his preferred
audience is the students.
He shared parts of his
life story, explaining how
he grew up in a working
class family in New York
and how an Advanced
Placement English class
in high school helped spur
his interest into what he
does today. He used his
discussion to transition

SEE TRADITION, 2

CVL / Idslyn Gilbert
All smiles: Dr. Gayle R. Davis awards Dr. Teresa Castelao-Lawless with the Distinguished
Contribution in a Discipline Award during Convocation on Friday. Dr. Castelao-Lawless is an
associate professor in the philosophy department.
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Life
Students found
move-in week
smoother than
previous years.

Papa John's opens

Tuition
rises
despite

4

state
funding
By Jenna Carlesso
GVL News Editor

A&E
WCKS sponsored a
free festival featuring
local bands.

Sports
Lakers win their first
game of the season
on homefield.
7
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New Papa John’s
provides more options
for students on the
south end of campus

Nation

By Jenna Carlesso

world

GVL News Editor

Iraqi charter proving
increasingly difficult
to complete.
8

Papa
John’s
pizza
celebrated a successful
opening when they pulled
in double the sales expected
for last weekend.
General Manager Connie
Carr said she was especially
proud of the staff and
business.
“We had an incredible
opening,” Carr said. “We
worked very hard and sold
a ton of pizza.”
Papa John’s, located
at the comer 42 Ave. and
Pierce street near Exotic
Tan and Brian’s Books on
the south end of campus, is
not only open for business,
they deliver to dorms and
apartments.
“This isn’t the Papa
John’s
you’ll
see
in

most places,” said Jim
Bachmeier, associate vice
president for Business and
Finance. He added that
in addition to calling for
deliveries, students can
order online in the dine
online portion of the Grand
Valley State University Web
site. Online students can pay
with credit card or campus
debit dollars.
Bachmeier said that
while they predict campus to
be the bulk of their business.
Papa John’s also serves the
greater community.
Unlike the smaller, 20
seat occupancy most of
their restaurants have, the
university’s location boasts
a 60 seat capacity and Java
City coffee shop.
Despite its pizza parlor
exterior, Bachmeier hopes
the lounge atmosphere
inside,
which
includes
several tables and a flat
screen TV, will give the
building a coffee house
sensation.
“It’s a nice getaway

place ... but close enough came about last spring after
to campus so you’re not Javasphere coffee shop
too far from things,” said closed.
“As south campus builds
Andrea McAlpine, assistant
up, we wanted more food
manager of Papa John’s.
Carr said she hopes options,” Bachmeier said.
“The
students
will
take
idea
of
putting (a
advantage
"We re trying to run
restaurant)
of
the
down there
restaurant’s
something that is as close
isn’t very
later hours
to non-university’ food
new, but
to
do
as we could.”
the
idea
homework
of putting
and hang
universityout
with
operated
friends.The
JIM BACHMEIER
food down
building
VP for Business and Finance
there
is
also offers
a wireless
Internet ^“
Bachmeier said the
connection.
“We’re just hoping that space had previously been
by
privately
the community as well as occupied
the students know we’re owned companies. GVSU
here and feel welcome,” she is now renting the space,
although it is a Papa John’s
said.
She added that since franchise.
“This is a real Papa
students have moved back
onto campus they have been John’s, it just happens to be
run by our campus dining,”
“very busy.”
Plans for the Papa John’s said Michael Doxey, director

of business services. Doxey
also said the decision for a
Papa John’s came from a
demographic which rated
it as No. 1 among collegeaged students.
“We’re trying to run
something that is as close to
‘non-university’ food as we
could,” Bachmeier said.
The
restaurant
will
be open year-round for
business.
Carr said the only two
days they will be closed
are
Thanksgiving
and
Christmas day. Students are
able to pay with cash, credit
card or debit dollars inside
the restaurant.
The Java City portion of
the restaurant opens today.
Papa John’s is open
Monday - Thursday from
11 a.m. - 1 a.m., Friday and
Saturday from 11 a.m. - 2
a.m. and on Sunday from
noon- midnight.
To call for delivery, call
(616) 331-7272.

This fall, Grand Valley
State University faced a 7.6
percent increase in tuition.
Although that is one of
the lowest increases in the
state, GVSU is the lowest
funded
university
per
student, said Ken Fridsma,
director of financial aid.
“The math tells you that
over a period of time, as you
keep growing, you’re going
to get behind in terms of the
amount of dollars you get
per student,” he said.
GVSU is currently the
fastest growing university
in terms of enrollment.
With the growing number
of students, the university
is receiving less aid per
individual student.
“We are faced here in
Michigan with a declining
economy, and the state
doesn’t have the money,”
Fridsma said. “Schools
have been trying to operate
more lean and reduce their
spending, but we still have
to pay utilities and maintain
the quality of education, so
that has resulted in a tuition
increase.”
Fridsma added that the
increase was directly tied
to the budget cut in the state
appropriations.
As the tuition goes up, so
does financial aid, Fridsma
said.
“I think the overall
effect of rising tuition
has been that students are
borrowing more money,”
Fridsma said. “Students are
going to be leaving college
with more and more debt,
unfortunately.” He added
that nearly 75 percent of
GVSU’s student body rely
on financial aid.
The increase in costs
ensure that the university
can maintain standards
in courses and overall
education.___ said___ MM!
SEE TUITION, 2

New housing near campus to bpen in spring
By Alan Ingram

WEATHER

GVL Managing Editor

UPDATE
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday
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Courtesy of Copper Beech
New housing: Copper Beech's offices will open soon.

As
Grand
Valley
State University and the
surrounding
Allendale
community continue to
expand, the number of offcampus living areas for
students also continues to
rise.
The new Copper Beech
development, located on the
comer of 48th and Pierce
streets, will be completed
in two phases, with the
first phase including 206
residential units and seven
locations for commercial
businesses, said owner and
developer Paul Levine.
“Phase one will be ready
for occupancy in the spring

of next year,” Levine said.
Copper
Beech
will
offer one to four bedroom
townhouses. While all the
townhouses look identical
from the outside, the floor
plans differ depending on
the number of bedrooms.
Levine
said
the
development is designed to
attract the university crowd
as potential residents, but
said those interested in
living at Copper Beech do
not need to be students.
Beejan
Savabi.
executive director of sales
for Copper Beech said the
development will be able
to compete with other local
student housing options for
rates and amenities.
He explained that they
intend to keep rent low

k

near the beginning of the
sales process to entice
their tenants to sign leases
early. For example, a four
bedroom, four and a half
bathroom
unfurnished
townhouse will run about
$1,340 per month, or $335
per month per person.
“It’s going to be to
everyone’s benefit to sign
the leases early,” Savabi
said. He added that they
already have between 20
and 30 people on the waiting
list for a townhouse.
Rent includes clubhouse
access, cable television and
high speed Internet access,
Savabi said. The clubhouse
will include a fitness center
and lounge area, he added
Each
townhouse
is
three stories tall, with the

entrance located on the
second level. The three and
four bedroom units use all
three levels, while the two
bedroom unit uses two and
the one bedroom uses one
The second floor serves as
the kitchen and living area
in the two. three and four
bedroom units.
Each
bedroom
has
its own
private and
full bathroom. All the
townhouse options also
have an additional half
bathroom on the mam level,
except the one bedroom
choice.
While some of the
three bedroom units have
an
available
one-car
garage, car ports are also

SEE HOUSING, 2
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www. bodysculptingplus. com
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monthly unlimited package!
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unlimited tanning package.

Look fo coupons and specials
atou new website!

Airbrush Sunless Tan Available

LEGAL HELP IS HERE
Tolle & Walsh PLC
STATEWIDE REPRESENTATION

Free initial consultation.

continued from page 1
his topic into the importance
of getting a liberal education,
which he explained has nothing
to do with a political agenda, but
is instead liberating.
“Open yourself up to whatever
comes your way,” Franciosi
encouraged
He added that
student’s ideas about what they
want to do may change over the
course of their education.
Murray told the students that
they would be “in for a treat” as
they got to know the faculty and
professors at the university. He
explained that GVSU is a place

TUITION
continued from page 1
McLogan, vice president for
University Relations.
“We either face the choice
of raising tuition or reducing
classes and reducing the quality
of education available at (our)
institution,” McLogan said. “We
don’t want to do the latter.”
Fridsma said he thinks the
rising costs are a better solution
than cutting back on standards
for faculty and courses.
Large schools such as the

HOUSING

• MIPs
• DRUNK DRIVING
• CRIMINAL, CIVIL MATTERS

Fighting for your rights.
Michael G. Walsh
GVSU Adjunct Professor
8 West Walton Avenue
Muskegon, Ml 49440

TOLL-FREE: 866-726-1400

continued from page 1
available.
The townhouses can come
furnished with Ashley and
Basset furniture, Savabi said.
A furnished apartment adds
about $25 per person per
month to the rent.
Depending on if the townhouse is furnished, Savabi said
the introductory rate for the
one bedroom townhouse will
be $575 to $620, $820 to $880
for a two bedroom and $1095

where students can interact with
and watch the faculty so that they
can learn what the difference is
between a job and a career.
“In the years ahead you will
be our teachers,” Murray said,
explaining that the job market is
changing as goods are produced
all around the world.
He encouraged the new
students to cross a variety of
boundaries during their time
at GVSU, including national,
cultural and academic disciplines.
Murray said many students study
abroad during their time at the
university and encouraged the
new students to participate as
well.

Similarly, there are many
divisions
between
different
groups on campus because of
race, gender or sexual orientation.
Murray said the students should
overcome the divisions and help
improve GVSU.
Finally, echoing Franciosi,
Murray said students should
keep their options open, because
even though the classes in their
disciplines will help them get
their first job, the other classes
they take will help them be a
leader.
Murray told the students to not
to get distracted and to protect
their sense of individuality. He
also encouraged them to maintain

their good behavior and exhibit
the traits of honesty, kindness
courage and fidelity.
“Listen to your own authentic
voice about who you are,” Murray
said. "Feed your better instincts "
During
convocation,
^
university also honored Roben
Cross, Emily Droste-Bielak
Rita Grant, James Sanford
Nancy Shontz, Timothy Stnckler
and Kathryn Waggoner, who
have each provided 25 years
of service to GVSU. Teresa
Castelao-Lawless received the
Distinguished Contribution in
a Discipline Award and Jolanda
Westerhof-Shultz received the
Outstanding Teacher Award.

University of Michigan, Wayne
State University and Michigan
State University currently accept
the highest funding from the state
due to complex programs of
fered in dentistry, medicine and
law. McLogan said he thinks this
is appropriate, but that schools
comparable to GVSU should
receive funding that is the same
from campus to campus.
“At the end of the day we
think the most important thing
is that the state ought to put an
equitable amount of dollars be
hind any student who goes to a

Michigan campus,” he said.
McLogan also said the Sen
ate and the House rarely look at
enrollment figures on individual
campuses to determine it the
amount of funding per student
is equitable to the complexity of
the university.
“We have, for a number of
years, asked the governor and
legislature to consider several
factors in deciding what an
appropriate level of funding
(should) be for our campus,”
he said. “We think enrollment
should be a factor ... and the

state ought not lag in the way it
counts students.”
To help balance issues 0f
funding, GVSU limits enroll
ment.
Fridsma said in the future he
would like to see students be
come a political force and help
convince lawmakers how impor
tant financial aid is.
“Our government has their
own priorities on where they’re
going to spend their money," he
said. “Certainly, at this point,
it’s not in helping students get a
higher education.”

to $1185 for a three bedroom.
Management from Hillcrest
and Country Place apartments
said they are unsure what they
will do next year and instead
are focusing on the upcoming
year.
Levine said they hope to
create a “destination” for peo
ple to go to, explaining that,
“It’s not just a place to live.”
A coffeehouse of some sort
could add to the atmosphere
in the community, Levine
said, since it would provide a
place for people to stay. He ex-

plained that they have created
a sort of "internal mainstreet"
with angled parking that will
allow people to come in and
spend some time.
The commercial buildings
will be completed as the ten
ants are signed on, Levine
said. He added that they will
be built to the needs of each
company.
Savabi said they should be
opening their office within the
next two weeks. He explained
that they want their tenants
and the community to know

about their rates and other im
portant information about the
development.
While they hope to have a
model home available by No
vember, Copper Beech will
have floor plans and samples
of furniture available before it
is completed.
“Rest assured, everything
that you’ll see is everything
that’s going to be there,” Sava
bi said. “This will be the nicest
development in Allendale.”

from 1961-1975 and its chairman
from 1978-1979. In 2001, he formed
the Arnold C. Ott Lectureship in
Chemistry at GVSU.

kegon received its second large con
tribution from the Michigan Public
Service Commission.
The grant from PSC provided the
GVSU Michigan Alternative and Re
newable Energy Center with $1 mil
lion for alternative energy research.
The money will go toward the con
struction of a "bio-digester”, which
creates electricity from farm waste.
The energy center is looking to
work with officials from Muskegon
County to locate the bio-digester dem
onstration project at the Wastewater
Management System property east of
Muskegon. They hope to power the
plant with pig and cow manure and
farm byproducts from various crops.
MAREC Director Imad Mahawili
told the Grand Rapids Press that if
given proper approval from the Mus
kegon County Public Works Board.
GVSU may have a bio-digester work
ing in the next 12 to 18 months.

News in brief-.
Scholarship to boner GV
professor
Grand Valley State University
has joined the local police in starting
a scholarship in memory of Shawn
Wiersma, a Holland attorney and
criminal justice adjunct professor at
GVSU.
Wiersma, 36, was killed in a car
crash near Cadillac in September
2004. Gail Wiersma, his widow, and
officers from the Holland Police De
partment are looking to raise money
for a scholarship and endowment
fund. They hope to raise $30,000 to
establish a $1,500 scholarship each
year for a senior student in GVSU’s
criminal justice program.
To contribute, please call (616)
355-1100.

Ott family forms scholar
ship to honor secretary
Arnold C. Ott, honorary member
of the GVSU Foundation Board, and
his wife, Marion, created an endowed
scholarship for female business stu
dents at GVSU.
The scholarship is in honor of
Ott’s former secretary, Hilda C. Hold
er. Holder served as Ott’s personal
secretary for more than 40 years. Ott
told the Forum that naming the schol
arship for Holder helps express his
love and appreciation for her.
Holder became executive secre
tary to Ott in 1954, during which time
Ott was the corporate vice president
and scientific director for Com Prod
ucts.
Ott was also the vice chairman
of Grand Valley’s Board of Control

COMING FALL *06
COPPER BEECH TDWNHDME5
Email allendale@cftieech.cam to be put on the waiting list

W6VU gets gift from viewer
Lyle Rouse of Grand Rapids left
WGVU-TV an estate gift valued at
over $220,000.
Rouse, who died last year at age
76, had been a member of WGVU
since May 1987. A supporter of public
broadcasting. Rouse had no children
and was never married. He worked
for Professional Home Improvement
in Comstock Park for 29 years. Rouse
held a degree in horticulture from
Michigan State University.
With interests in conservation and
ecology. Rouse said that watching na
ture programs on WGVU-TV was his
primary entertainment.

6rant funds enorgy research
GVSU’s energy center in Mus
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In the Lanthorn s Aug. 22 issue on page A6, Tony Purkal was
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'War and Empire' questions U.S. military advancement
By

Shawn Zalfwski

CVL Downtown Editor

As
the
United
States
military continues its campaign
against terror in the Middle
Hast, the citizens of the nation
including college students
lace an uncertain future.
A conference composed of
several scholarly professionals
is coming to Grand Rapids
this fall to tackle the issues
concerning our military and the
policies that luel it. The event is
sponsored by Grand Valley State
University’s Hauenstein Center
for Presidential Studies.

“There is one fundamental
question we must ask ourselves
as Americans,” said Gleaves
Whitney,
director
of the
Hauenstein Center. “Is the United
States creating an empire?
“If so, how will that affect
the wars we fight, the lives we
lose, the policy we support, the
way we vote, the taxes we pay
and the future we leave for our
children?” he questioned.
This fundamental question
w i 11 be exami ned in depth through
the “War and Empire” series
that will take place this fall. It
consists of four separate lectures
hosted by the Hauenstein Center.
The discussions will be located

at the Van Andel Museum,
“The conference will critically
Gerald
R.
examine U.S.
Ford Museum,
policy
and
Loosemore
military action
“There is one fundamental
Auditorium,
throughout
our
history”
and
Pere
question we must ask
Marquette
Whitney
ourselves as Americans: Is
said.
“From
Room
on
the United States creating
the founding
G V S U ’ s
fathers,
Allendale
an empire?”
through
the
Campus.
20th and in
Professionals
GLEAVES WHITNEY
our
present
from the fields
century,
of journalism.
DIRECTOR
the
[United
history,
HAUENSTEIN CENTER
States] could
political
be considered
science and the
military will participate in the an empire.”
The first portion of the
events.

conference will be a debate
between
authors
Arianna
Huffington and Victor Davis
Hanson on Sept. 14 at 8 p.m. in
the Gerald R. Ford Presidential
Museum auditorium.
"I’ve never seen Hanson lose
a debate, and I’ve never seen
Huffington back down from a
debate,” Whitney added. “This
should be quite an evening.”
The following event is a twoday series of educational panels
that will scan U.S. military
activity throughout history on
Oct. 6 and 7. Among the forum
participants are Josiah Bunting,
former director of the Virginia
Military
Institute.
GVSU

professors from the departments
of history and political science
are also expected to join in the
discussion. In addition to the
variety of careers present, the
program will feature both liberal
and conservative viewpoints.
The
conference
will
conclude with “The Lessons,”
a presentation facilitated by
Robert Caro on Nov. 17 at the
Gerald R. Ford Museum at
8 p.m. More information on
the Hauenstein Center and the
“War and Empire” conference
can be found at http://www.
allpresidents.org.

New engineering building to
expand student connectivity
By

Shawn Zallwski

GVL Doumtoum Editor

Preparations are under way
for a new engineering center to
be built on the Pew Campus in
downtown Grand Rapids, which
will house additional laboratories
and classrooms for school of
engineering students and faculty
members.
Dr. Jeffrey Ray, director of the
schixil of engineering, said the Fred
M. Keller Engineering laboratories
is reaching its capacity limit for
students and faculty. With 650
undergraduate and 1(X) graduate
students in the schixil ofengineering,
the demand for efficient laboratory
space is essential. About 30 faculty
members in the engineering
department are also in need of new
office space.
“Engineering is developing
rapidly at Grand Valley and
abroad,” Ray added. “This project
is needed to accommodate stateof-the-art technologies and work
spaces.”

Paul Plotkowski, dean of the
Padnos Schtxil of Engineering,
added, "'Ifie new facility will
offer high-end computer labs and
electrical work stations. Graduate
students for the first time will
have their own computing labs for
special claims projects.”
Laboratories will be built to
benefit all of the departments within
the engineering sclxx)!, including
mechanical,
manufacturing,
design, electrical and computing.
Engineering faculty members that
have office space in the nearby LV
Eberhard Center will move to the
new building upon its completion.
“Specific research will be aided
with the new building, such as
state teaching studies,” Plotkowski
added.
“Semiconductors
and
other computing parts will be
available for students in advanced
programs.”
The project will cost about $16
million to complete. Up to $12
million in state grants will fund the
project with a remaining $4 million
to be compensated publicly.

“We are waiting for private
capital to be secured before any
additional
developments
are
completed.” Ray added.
The 5(),(XX) square foot
building will be erected adjacent
to the present Keller Engineering
Labs and Eberhard Center on the
downtown campus. It will replace
land currently used as a courtyard
that separates the buildings across
a diagonal, and will extend three
floors vertically.
“Preparatory work is all that
is being done on the building,”
Plotkowski said. “People need a
means to enter tfie building given
the limited space, especially during
construction.”
Ground breaking on the new
facility is scheduled to begin Oct.
14. The building is anticipated to be
open for students and f aculty during
spring break of 2(X)7. Various
construction firms will work on
the project. It was designed by the
Progressive Architectural company,
and Pioneer Construction will erect
the building.

Cott°nwo<w
Forest
Apartments
In Jenison (Near Meijer)

CVL / Misty Minna
Under construction:

rhe new engineering lab will be located next to the Eberhard Center on GVSU's Pew Campus.

WGVU gets $6 million worth
of new digital TV equipment
By Alan Ingram
GVL Managing Editor

The Grand Valley State
UniversitytelevisionstationWGVU
moved one step closer to complying
'the
Federai
Communication
Commission regulations, when it
purchased about $6 million in new
^equipment.
; According to FCC regulations,
•all television stations will have to
<convert to digital broadcast within
‘,a year or two, said Pamela Holt/ of
'WGVU. The equipment will lielp
•WGVU in the transition to update
‘.the station.
; “The digital future is going
to allow us to interact with our
•television." said Joel Orosz, one of
the campaign chairs. “It will give
us choices we never had before.
WGVU collected $6.5 million
as part of its digital campaign.
Holt/ said that unlike other major
television stations like WZZM
(Channel 13)and W(X)D(Channel
8). WGVU needed to go through
a capital campaign to raise the
money for the conversion Almost
4,(XX) donors contributed to the

One Year Leases
Starting at $525.00/month
Now taking reservations for leases
starting TODAY!
2 or 3 bedroom/1 bath
Quiet, Comfortable & Affordable
15 minutes from both campuses
Includes all utilities, except electric
Cable Internet available
Carport included

Model Open:
Monday - Friday 1 -:30 PM
Or call 457-3714
campaign.
“This was a tremendous effort
by people across the region," said
GVSU President Mark Murray.
“It shows the high regard that the
region has for public television and
the value it brings.”
During the campaign, a
challenge by the Charles W.
L<x)semore Foundation generated
about $1.5 million from about
1,600 Kent County donors

Similarly, a challenge from the
Irving S. Gilmore Foundation drew
in about $900,000 from about 900
donors.
Before the conversion. WGVU
could reach about 1.5 million
people, but will be able to reach
more than 2.7 million people after
tlie conversion.
WGVU serves West and
Southwest Michigan and is a
service of GVSU.

cottonwoodforestapts.com

Mention this ad and we will waive
the $25.00 application fee
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LAKER LIFE
Move in emotions:

Angela Harris, Laker Life Edit
lakerlife@lanthorn.coi
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Freshman vs. Returning
By Anne McKay
GVL Staff Writer

✓

GVL / Misty Minna
Arms full: New freshmen moved into their residence halls starting last Monday.

Move-in day is a rite
of passage for each year’s
students at Grand Valley State
University.
Most
remember
the
confusion of trying to weave
through the hallways, others
have scars from lugging
refrigerators to the fourth
floor, but at least one pair of
GVSU students is marking the
occasion in a different way —
with their first tattoos.
Junior Julie Lenhart and
sophomore Audrey
Eisele
decided to get their “ink” done
together this summer.
“We were phone friends all
summer and we kind of decided
that everything is changing so
we should make something
permanent,” Lenhart said.
To show off their new
tattoos, the friends purchased
matching shoes with 6-inch
heels.
They admitted that if
Lenhart’s move-in had not
gone as smoothly as it did,
they probably wouldn’t have
had time to celebrate in that
fashion.
The move
in as an
upperclassman was less chaotic
than what she experienced

last year on the north end ot
campus, Lenhart said.
Laker Village Resident
Assistant LaToya Edwards
reiterated that point saying,
“Apartment
move-in
is
always going to be smoother
than
freshmen
housing.
Upperclassmen already know
check-in procedures."
One change Edwards found
helpful was the refreshments
the Housing Office provided.
The free food, coupled with
music the move-in staff played,
seemed to have a calming
effect on residents as well as
their families, she said.
A second change that
impacted
the
smoothness
of move-in was that Laker
Village based RAs filled out
inventories for each townhouse
on behalf of their residents a
week before the first students
moved in.
On the north end of campus,
a line formed outside the Fresh
Food Company. Meanwhile,
new
Robinson
residents
Marshall Killian and Andrew
Sniegowski were facing the
arduous task of unloading two
cars in 15 minutes.
Killian had a bit of better
luck earlier in the day when he
was directed to his new room
— on the women’s side of the
traditional living center.

His mother, Becky Killian]
said she laughed off th<
incident.
“I expected it to be chaotic
like what I went through,” she
said.
Becky added she observec
much more organization thar
the horror stories other parents
had told her about move-ii
day.
Some of the smoothness
that Killian and Sniegowskj
experienced can be attributec
to better training of this year’s|
RAs, said Elizabeth Barko, a|
senior and second-year RA in|
Hills.
“I think it definitely went|
smoother than last year.
The time scheduled into Ra|
training to prepare for move-1
ins really helped,” she said.
Other improvements Barko
credited
with
improving
move-in efficiency included
an emphasis on teamwork
among housing staff during
their summer training. Living
centers also hosted “Parent’s
Meetings” to discuss the
different roles housing staff
perform and living center
rules.
Move-in
worked
well
enough for the Robinson
roommates. Sniegowski had
only one complaint about his
new living quarters.

Comedy show tries to make people laugh
By Jessica Russell
GVL Staff Writer

Laughter filled the rooms
of Kirkhof Wednesday night
as the Kramer Entertainment
Agency brought the national
comedy tour titled, “We Can
Make You Laugh” to the lobby
for two hours of jokes, skits
and fast cash.
Leading the show of 100

$0

percent-clean comedy were
Joe Anderson. Scott Piebenga
and Adam Mollhagen — each
with a history of making people
laugh.
During the first half of the
performance, the comedians
performed a variety of comedy
acts including singing, parodies,
guitar playing and many college
life related jokes.
A crowd favorite was a joke

WHERE

THE

FUN

about the difference between
boys and girls when it comes to
towels; girls have a lot of towels
and wash them after they have
been used whereas boys see
it as washing their one towel
when they dry off their clean
bodies with the clean water
from the shower and therefore
do not have to do laundry as
often.
The audience participated
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throughout the show, mainly
during a section of impromptu
performances.
At one point, the audience
shouted out anything that came
to mind and the comedians
put them into a song. The end
product was a song about an
annoying coworker and another
about having a bad day because
“my dog ate my couch.”
“We Can Make You Laugh”
asked the students of GVSU
about their school colors. Lake
Michigan Drive and the Laker
mascot.
“Lake Michigan Drive is
an awesome road to lead to a
school! It symbolizes a lake, a
state, and the drive you take to
get there,” they said.
The comedians also jumped
in with a song about how the
students of GVSU definitely
know that they are part of a
university, and not a college.
One comedian also did a
remake of “Freshmen” by
The Verve Pipe using his own
college experience, said Emily
Lamb, a freshman pre-medical
imaging and radiation student.
The second half of thecomedy
concert had a game show theme
where the comedians offered
$50 to any person from the
audience that could go on stage
and withstand four minutes of
comedy acts without laughing.
Each comedian had one minute
alone with the student, during
which they recited lines from

dP

GVL / laslyn Gilbert
Keeping a straight face: Ian Mathews attempts to keep a straight face while
one of the members of "We Can Make You Laugh" comedy show tries to
make him laugh. The three comedians each had 60 seconds to achieve a
smile or a laugh from Mathews otherwise Matthews won $50 cash. Mat
thews, a sixth-year senior studying biology and chemistry, was the only one
to out last the comedians. "We Can Make You Laugh" performed Aug. 24 in
the Kirkhof Center Lounge.

“Titanic,” sang songs, and
talked in “Star Wars” voices.
The comedians also used a
variety of costumes in their acts
including that of a ventriloquist,
sumo wrestlers, police officers,
and women at the beach. If
students made it through the
first three minutes, they would
then have to last through one
minute with all three comedians
performing together. At the end
of the four minutes, participants
would win $50. All of the losing
participants walked away with
a “We Can Make You Laugh”
T-shirt.

Randomly picked from the
audience, three students served
as judges to make the final
call of whether the participant
smiled or laughed.
One by one, participants
were randomly selected from
the audience by birthdays,
what kind of car they drove and
other criteria to participate in
the game. They sat in a special
electrocution style chair with a
clock on top and a plunger hat.
A buzzer sounded and a light
flashed when the participant
SEE COMEDY, 5

Greeks welcome students
By Angela Harris
GVL Laker Life Editor

As freshmen arrived on
campus last week, the Office of
Student Life offered a variety
of activities including making
wax hands and creating spin art
sponsored by the Delta Zeta and
Alpha Sigma Tau sororities.
Delta
Zeta
sponsored
the events on Tuesday and
Wednesday, and Alpha Sigma
Tau
sponsored
Thursday’s
events.
Held at Kleiner Commons,
the event attracted between 35
and 40 freshmen and returning
students each day.
“I’ve heard a lot of people
say ‘I don’t think I’m supposed
to be here. I’m supposed to be
helping students move in, but
it’s so much fun,”’ said Danica
Michel, a sophomore Delta Zeta
member. •
Students who made wax
hands placed their hands in
a bucket of ice water for 30
seconds and then dipped them
in a container of wax until there
were enough layers for it to
slide off their hands.
“The worst part was freezing
my hand in the beginning,” said

Laura Scheffler, a freshman
social studies major.
Lisa Roberts, a freshman
mathematics major added, “It
kind of freaked me out. It is so
much like the movie, ‘House of
Wax’ because people are killed
and put in wax. This is what it
looks like in the movie.”
“It felt like I had applesauce
all over my hand," said Amanda
Buckhave,
a
Delta
Zeta
member.
Despite being asked to move
by the Department of Public
Safety because the event was
blocking traffic on Tuesday,
Michel said she thought the
program went fairly well.
“I think they really enjoyed
it.” Michel said. “It is a great
way to decorate their room
with something that they have
already done.”
Delta Zeta originally agreed
to sponsor the event because it
was looking for a way to get
involved with Transitions and
leadership week at Grand Valley
State University, said sorority
president April Hall-Gekiere.
"We feel that it is important
that the freshman do not feel
like they are alone.” Buckhave
said. “It can be scary moving

in. We are putting ourselves in
their environment so that they
can ask questions and to show
them that college is more than
just class; it’s also fun events.’
Amy Marseglia of Alpha
Sigma Tau agreed that it was
a great activity for freshmen
during the first week at school
and a way for organizations to
be visible on campus.
Marseglia added, “It’s a great
way to get freshmen out of their
living centers, especially the
shy ones.”
Sophomore Michele Funaro
added, “I was giving a tour to
incoming students and thought it
looked interesting, so I stopped.
It was a good activity to have
because it allows students to
have a better chance at getting
to know other people.”
In addition to making wax
hands, the sororities also
sponsored a spin art activity in
which students applied paint to
a spinning piece of paper.
“Some people who are art
majors were talking about how
they had fun doing the event,
and even though they won’t put
in their portfolios (they) will
hang it on their walls because it
was so cool,” Michel said.

A&E

/W/(/7e//e Pawlak, Arts & Entertainment Editor

Arts@lanthorn.com
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'Unwavering Light' to open after Labor Day break
Ehe play runs from
Sept. 7 through Sept.

10 at GVSU’s Louis
Armstrong Theatre

By Michelle Pawlak
GVL A&E Editor

in celebration of the l(X)th
anniversary of Albert Einstein’s
theory of relativity Grand Valley
State University is bringing the
play “Unwavering Light: Einstein
in 1905," a unique adaptation of
Einstein’s life, to campus.
‘‘Unwavering
Light’’
by
Richard Janaro opens Sept. 7 at
the Louis Armstrong Theatre.
I he Miami Theatre Company
will perform the play, directed by
ndy Quiroga. The play is told
iii rapid-fire sequence, requiring
only three actors.
lodd Allen Durkin will play
Einstein at all ages. Durkin was
trained at the New World School
of the Arts in Miami. He was

named Best Actor in a Comedy
by the Miami New Times. He
has also done work in New York
and on film.
Deborah L. Sherman will
play all female roles, including
Mileva
Einstein,
Einstein’s
wife who was also a scientist.
Sherman has extensive theatrical
experience and appearances in
him and television.
Joe Kimble will play all male
roles other than Einstein. Kimble,
in addition to the Miami Theatre
Company, is also a member of
Madcat Theater in Miami.
There are six chances to see
“Unwavering Light” between
Sept. 7-10. Wednesday at 7:30
p.m., Thursday and Friday at 2
p.m. and 7:30 p.m. and Saturday
at 2 p.m. GVSU students can see
the performances for free with
a valid student I.D. Seating is
reserved. Tickets can be picked
up at the information desk in the
Kirkhof Center or at the Louis
Armstrong Theatre box office.

The box office will be open one vehicle for addressing a huge
hour prior to each show for last- range of academic interests. And
minute tickets. Students can get 1 hope people really enjoy it. It’s
one additional
going to be a fun
ticket for a
performance.”
guest.
“Unwavering
Milt Ford,
“Students should see it as
Light” also plays
a
professor
a role in the LIB
a learning experience that
at
GVSU
100 course that
involves many different
and
long
many freshmen
time friend of
sources including theater,
at GVSU take.
Janaro,
said
discussion, reading and
Ford said he
he is very
hopes that the
excited to give
classroom. It’s a major
play brings a
students
the
course event and will be
new level of
opportunity to
discussed before and after
see this play.
understanding
“I
hope
to the material
the play.”
students
students
will
will
see
learn in class.
connections
The
students,
MILT FORD
they
might
along
with
GVSU PROFESSOR
not have seen
audience
before between
members, can
abstract theory
haveadiscussion
and what passes for ordinary
thought now,” Ford said. “Also with the actors and author after
that there will be a heightened each performance.
“Students should see it as a
recognition of theater as a

learning experience that involves
many different sources including
theater, discussion, reading and
classroom. It’s a major course
event and will be discussed
before and after the play,” Ford
said.
He said he hopes seeing
the play will help students to
appreciate and understand the
significance of Einstein’s ideas.
The play has had a wide range
of support from the university.
Ford said. A “Claiming a Liberal
Education” grant from the
Robert and Mary Pew Faculty
and Teaching Learning Center
funded the play. The liberal
studies department sponsored it,
while the GVSU theater program
will present it. Milt Ford and
Karen Libman produced the
play. !
Th£
College
of
Interdisciplinary
Studies,
the College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences, GVSU theater,
the physics department, the
department of mathematics,

Courtesy of Milt Ford
Action: Todd Allen Durkin (left)
and Deborah L. Sherman will star
in the play that celebrates Albert
Einstein's life.

the English department, the
Regional Math and Science
Center, the Dean of Students
office, the Office of Student Life,
University Planning and Equity
and the University Bookstore
also provided support.
An
Einstein
Look-Alike
Contest during Campus Life
Night on Sept. 6 in the Fieldhouse
arena will support the event. The
contest will have categories for
both men and women, and also
for both natural hair and wigs.

WCKS draws crowd at festival
By Michelle Pawlak
GVL A&E Editor

Grand
Valley
State
University students got a free
concert and several giveaways
thanks to the university’s radio

station, WCKS 1610 AM.
The
WCKfeStival
last
Tuesday was meant to make
students aware of the radio
station
and
involvement
opportunities.
“We
wanted
to
show

what we have to offer the
community” said Mackenzie
Martin, co-president of WCKS.
She added that WCKS hoped to
help students meet each other
during move-in week.
“I’m here to support the

radio station and to bring the
kids together. 1 did it for the
freshmen,” said Paul Baribeau,
one of the WCKfeStival
performers.
Baribeau is a senior at GVSU
who used to be a disc jockey at

GVL//aslyn Gilbert
Free music: Across the Hall band members perform in front of the clock tower on Tuesday. Pictured are Chris Shearer, Kevin Rypma and Mike Loftus. Band
member Rob Garza is not shown. The student radio station, WCKS 1610 AM, hosted an arts and crafts fair in order for students to find out more information
about the disc jockeys as well as the station.

WCKS. His set consisted of WCKS used local talent on a
originals and Bruce Springsteen larger scale production to kick
covers. He spent the summer off the year. With little funding
touring the country.
everything was put together
“It’s good to play the by donation. WCKS hopes to
hometown again” Baribeau put on the festival again next
said.
year and maybe again later this
WCKS “The Whale” is a year.
student-run radio station. It
Co-presidents Martin and
broadcasts
Alexander
on both the
Gray hope to
Internet and at
learn
from
AM frequency
the
turnout
“We wanted to show what
1610. It’s open
this year to
to all students
reach a greater
we have to offer the
to participate.
audience next
community.”
The festival
time.
They
showcased
plan to host
three
local
a Halloween
bands; Mantra,
costume party
MACKENZIE MARTIN
Paul Baribeau
in
October
CO-PRESIDENT OF WCKS
and
Across
with
live
the Hall. Each
music
from
band
played
many genres.
the festival for free. Students WCKS would also like to hold
could also pick up free posters, a concert every couple months.
stickers and CDs. There was a
“The more we can get them
raffle for a WCKS decorated [the students] excited in being
bicycle which was awarded at GVSU in the non-traditional
later in the evening.
sense ... the better,” Martin
Martin said that WCKS said. “We want to get kids more
was happy with the participant excited and involved ... We
turnout. She said WCKS want to keep kids entertained
members felt they accomplished and interested in what’s going
their goals of showing what on in the local music scene.”
GVSU has to offer in addition
For more information on
to classes, including music, life getting involved with WCKS or
and community.
to listen to the radio station, visit
“The turnout was a lot http://www.wcks.org,
where
more than expected. We were playlists, schedules, reviews,
delighted to see how excited news, events and an online
the people were that showed application are available.
up” Martin said.
This was the first time

Free movies offered weekly at Kirkhof
By Ashley Lamp
GVL Staff Writer

Instead of going out to the
closest theater or renting a
movie, students can view mov
ies at Kirkhof Center’s big
screen theater for free. The
theater boasts comfy chairs,
dim lighting and a high-quality
sound system. Whether a stu
dent wants to watch a movie or
just a little television, there is
always something playing.
For many students, the big
screen theater possesses a hom
ey charm.
Nikki Paglia, a student at
Grand Valley State University
said she enjoys the free mov
ies.
“It’s a great place to just
hang out and get away from
your studies for a while,"
Paglia said.
There are thirty-six soft arm
chairs and a few tables scattered
throughout the theater. No mat-

COMEDY
continued from page 4
laughed or smiled.
Sixth-year
student
Ian
Mathews was the first and
only participant out of seven
to withhold a smile or laugh.
Mathews
offered
his
strategy.
To keep from
laughing. I looked through the
guys, I tried to look past them
and not directly at any of their
faces. I was stone cold."
Mathews plans to spend his
winning money while buying

V

ter where students sit they have
a good view of the screen and
can hear what is playing.
Movies have played at
GVSU for many years and are
becoming quite popular with
the student body. Many stu
dents are impressed they can
view a movie at any time of
the day, especially ones they
haven’t seen before. The lounge
area offers a place for clubs or
teams to come see a movie at
no charge.
Food is widely accessible in
the Kirkhof Center, but students
can bring their own snacks to
enjoy during a film as well.
Movies are run on a weekly
basis at various times of the
day. They are shown at 10 a m.,
2 p.m., 5 p.m. and 10 p.m.
Most films shown have
been played in local theaters
but have not been released on
DVD. There is a wide variety
of movies playing, ranging
from horror to comedy, drama
to sci-fi.
books for classes.
Amber Welling, a GVSU
sophomore, said she had a
good time at the event. She
said that though she was not
selected to go on stage and
compete for money she looks
forward to more events on
campus this year.
“There were a lot more
people than I expected,” she
said. “The entire lobby was
full of people.”
Angela Harris contributed
to this report.

\

Students can find out what
movie is playing by check
ing out the whiteboard in the
Kirkhof Center or going online
to GVSU’s events calendar at
http://events.gvsu.edu.
The Kirkhof Events and
Campus Traditions Committee,
a sub-group of the student orga
nization Spotlight Productions,
decides what movies are shown.
Students and faculty are also
welcome to give their opinions
on the Student Life Web site or
at one of the group’s meetings.
Bridget Stang, president of
Spotlight Productions, com
mented that the free movies
are good for the college student
budget.

“The theater serves students
to meet their entertainment
needs,” Stang said.
The group provides free
campus entertainment to all
GVSU staff and students. They
are looking for new members
to express ideas and voice their
opinions. Meetings are held at
9 p.m. on Mondays in Kirkhof
Center.
Television
plays
between the movies. MTV
is the standby, but channel
requests can be made at the
20/20 information desk just
outside the theater. All GVSU
students are welcome to check
out the theater and enjoy a
movie.

Fall Semseter
Big Screen Theater Movie Schedule
08/28-09/04 Mr. and Mrs. Smith

Fantastic Four

08/30 Billy Madison

10/23-10/30 The Longest Yard

09/04-09/10 Hitch

10/31
Show

Rocky Horror Picture

09/11 -09/17 The Interpreter
10/31-11/05 Supersize Me
09/18-09/24 Crash
11/06-11/12 Sweet November
09/25-10/01 The Wedding Date
11/13-11/19 Hotel Rwanda
10/02-10/08 What Lies Beneath
10/09-10/15 Hitchhiker's Guide
to the Galaxy
10/16-10/22

Star

Wars

11/27-12/03 Sisterhood of the
Traveling Pants
12/04-12/10 Harry Potter and the
Sorcerer's Ston
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Twice as nice

•

.i

After over four decades of publishing,
Grand Valley State University's studentrun newspaper will now reach students
two times each week.

GVL STUDENT OPINION___________________________________________________
This week the Grand Valley Lanthorn asked four community members:

The Grand Valley Lanthom has seen a variety of changes
throughout the years. Name changes, staff changes, style
changes, funding changes and policy changes only broach the
surface of the changes that have characterized the publication
since its first issue published Nov. 22, 1963. Back then it was
called The Keystone.
Despite the changes, or perhaps as a result of the changes, the
Lanthom (pronounced Lant-hom if you’re into old English) has
stuck around and grown to the point of needing to branch into
publishing Mondays and Thursdays.
With a staff of new, young, ambitious individuals, students
and faculty will receive news faster.
Some have been resistant to going twice-weekly, some have
been excited since it was first decided in a meeting in the spring.
But after all the meetings and nights of researching and planning
how a twice-weekly paper would work at GVSU, it is time to
discover if GVSU’s newest breed of journalists can produce a
quality paper two times each week that students and faculty will
want to pick up.
Although having twice as much of some things is sometimes
unpleasant, the Lanthom is confident that in this case, double the
publications will be twice as nice.

“I'm happy to be back
due to it being my
senior year and trying
to bring the GUAC and
National Championship
back to GVSU for
football. ”

“I’m excited to be in
Grand Rapids, and I’m
from a smaller town
so I’m excited to get
more of the college
experience. ”

Tim Dailey
Sophomore
Film/Video

Erica Rose
Junior
Public Relations/
Advertising

Quartez Vickerson
Senior
Criminal Justice

Hannah Creech
Sophomore
Medical Imaging

By Alexander Gray
GVL Columnist

Ken Fridsma

It’s Thursday, 11 p.m. and I
am sitting on the couch, where
the cat and I have spent the
greater part of our day, lounging
about. Neither of us had moved
much from our respective
positions (she on the love seat,
myself parked square in front
of the television) for hours.
Earlier, I made a halfhearted
attempt to grab a beer from
the fridge, but scrapped that
plan once I discovered the line
of sight between the cartoons
I was watching and myself
would be disrupted. I am, as
you can tell, a very active
person in my home life.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Editor’s note: Letters to the editor will be published as they
are submitted, regardless of spelling, grammar or punctuation.
Editing will only occur in the case of extreme profanity, libelous
information or poor taste.
including but not limited to
the library. The library staff
are to be commended for the
work they do with such limited
resources, and I hope that in
the future. Grand Valley aspires
to improving their facilities
and improving its research
capabilities. Moreover, I would
like to encourage The Lanthom
to publish more about this
issue during the fall and winter
semesters, when a broader
audience can be reached.

This is what it is to be a
bored fifth year undergraduate
on the night before payment
deadline for fall semester.
During commercial breaks,
I considered my financial
situation. My bank balance
stated I had zero dollars. I
attributed this primarily to the
fact that instead of working 1
slept and drank a lot. I owed
the university eight hundred
dollars by 5 p.m. the next day
and all I could think of was
how lame Jay Leno was. I had
to concentrate. I looked around
the room for inspiration.
I could sell the cat! I looked
at the wilted, aged Siamese
that my roommate saved from
death last month. People like
cats, right? I bet I could get a

didn’t know what was coming.
That’s when my roommate
Rachel came in and saw me
looming over the cat. “What are
you doing'?” she demanded. I
froze, and slowly put my arm
around the shaken animal. “Oh
you know, cat things. Um, uh,
sleeping, eating gross stuff,
things of that nature.” She
glared at me with suspicion.
“Alright. Want me to get the
laser pointer?”
At this point, I knew the cat
had won. I gave the animal a
withering stare. Someday, cat,
I will sell you. Someday, when
you least suspect it, someone
out there will get a Siamese,
and I will get Chinese takeout
from the money I got selling
you. Yeah. Chinese. Good.

Keep your cancer to yourself
By Ben Flanagan

Sincerely,
Heather L. Tafel
Asst. Prof. Political Science
*
Editor’s note: This letter is
in response to an editorial that
appeared in the July 14 issue of
the Grand Valley Lanthom.

Guest Columnist
The Crimson White (U.
Alabama)

(U-WIRE)
TUSCALOOSA, Ala. - Said
time and time again, one of
the first things we notice about
our beautiful Capstone campus
is the astounding amount of
beautiful women who tread its
ground.
Yes, as you walk to your
human development class,
you can look all around to
see hordes of attractive young
ladies walking right along into
Doster Hall.
Do not, however, be
deceived.
Another thing you’ll notice
is the five to 10 minute cell
phone break they take right
outside of the building. It’s a
startling discovery that in a
large percentage of these ladies'
fingers and mouths exists a
cigarette and a fresh breath
of that tasty cancer-causing
smoke tickling their lungs and
freshening the air we breathe
It is a sad sight that such
an alluring species finds itself

spaced.
The editor reserves the right
to edit and condense letters and
columns for length restrictions
and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthorq
will not be held responsible for
errors that appear in print as a
result of transcribing handwritten
letters or e-mail typographic
errors.
The name of the author
is usually published but may
be withheld for compelling
reasons.
The content, information and
views expressed are not approved
by nor necessarily represent
those of the university, its Board
of Trustees, officers, faculty and
staff

so inhibited by an addiction
as disgusting and smelly as
smoking. Where did the habit
start with these women, and
why should it continue? This
isn’t to say that men are not
just as guilty, but to be frank,
it’s not really the front-tuck
or croakies most males are
after; plus, we should start
somewhere. Either way, for
the good of the campus and
mankind, everybody’s got to
stop.
Now it’s one thing to smoke
in bars late at night. When
I venture out to the Strip or
downtown for a live music
act, I find myself in a haze and
stench of cigarette smoke that
causes my nose to twitch and
my eyes to water and bum.
I can’t be the only one, so
why would establishments
keep the “Smoking Is OK”
rule intact for the well-being
and health of their customers?
I understand that money is
being made, but. in a lot of
cases, manners are dissipating.
As a nonsmoker, it’s no fun
to breathe it in. smell it and
even get burned by some
drunk person flailing their
lit butt across the bar It’s
uncomfortable, but, like I said.

t

I

hundred bucks for it. That’s
a book right there. I lurched
forward, trying to seduce the cat
into my arms with song. “Come
here little kitty, don’t make a
squeak. Daddy’s going to sell
you for books next week.”
The cat immediately started
growling, which I first mistook
as a weak feline attempt at
harmonization. This led me
to a horrible thought that
froze me in my tracks: If she
was harmonizing, could she
understand the lyrics? It was
now a battle of wits, where
there could be only one victor.
I hastily changed the lyrics to
throw her off her guard. “Come
here little kitty, be quiet honey.
I’m not trying to exchange you
for money.” Sucker. The cat
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GVL OPINION POLICY
The ultimate goal of the
Grand Valley Lanthom opinion
page is to stimulate discussion
and action on topics of interest to
the Grand Valley Community.
The Grand Valley Lanthom
/#
welcomes reader viewpoints and
offers three vehicles of expression
for reader opinions: letters to the
editor, guest columns and phone
responses.
Letters
must
include
the author's name and be
accompanied by current picture
identification if dropped off in
person. Letters will be checked
by an employee of the Grand
Valley Lanthom.
Letters appear as space
permits each issue The limit for
letter length is one page, single

“Tm happy to be back
because I play soccer
and the team looks
good this year. ”

Meow money, more problems

Director of Financial Aid

I appreciate your editorial
on the necessity for a new
library (or at the very least,
significant improvement to the
existing library). One means
of ranking and recognizing
universities includes access to
resources, and Grand Valley
could definitely improve on this
score. The university appears
to have a strong commitment
to improving technological
capabilities for the medical
and engineering fields and
should recognize that the newly
established College of Liberal
Arts and Sciences, which
constitutes a majority of faculty
and students, also deserves to
have updated technologies.

"I’m looking forward to
being back... because I
get to see all my friends
from last year again and
it gives me something
to do. I’m not looking
forward to classes and
the stress they bring."

GVL STUDENT OPINION__________

“Our government has their
own priorities on where they’re
going to spend their money. ”

Grand Valley needs a new
Library
Dear Editor:

Why are you or why are you not lookinu forward
to beinu back on campusP

\

I understand it being allowed in
bars — but not really.
These days, female
insecurity is at a level so high
it not only hurts my head to
think about it, but depresses
me a little at the same time
— as it should you also. Like
it or not, girls are at their
most competitive with one
another in college, whether it’s
academically or socially.
For the sake of statistics,
here you are: Smoking kills
an average of 430,700 people
every year, costs an average
of $97.2 billion each year
in healthcare costs and lost
productivity and is directly
responsible for 87 percent of
lung cancer cases and causes
most cases of emphysema and
chronic bronchitis.
Surely, you already knew
this.
I know Carrie Bradshaw
smoked on “Sex and the City.”
Sure, it was funny when she
exclaimed “I have an addiction,
sir!” as a cute excuse for her to
keep puffing. I know the older
girls did it high school, and the
active sisters do it now The
punkers, Emo kids, jam band
crowd, artists and every other
stereotype out there smoke;
i

but, miraculously, we learn in
college that independence is
something we love and cherish
for the rest of our lives.Does
that burning sensation in your
chest feel that good when you
inhale? Would you really go
as far as to say “soothing?"
Breathing in the secondhand
stuff is excruciating enough,
but I suppose a smoker gets too
caught up in that sweet drag to
see that the person next to them
is physically uncomfortable.
We shouldn’t have to walk
across a sea of cigarette butts
and scurry through toxic agents
on our way to our classes at
Reese Phifer or wherever else
— it’s everywhere.
The saddest thing to me
though is that good people
are killing themselves thanks
to these measly cigarettes.
Understand that the satisfaction
you feel from smoking the
cigarettes is merely the brain’s
craving for the nicotine (toxin)
being fulfilled: It’s a complete
mind game Just don’t do it
around your kids
Next time you’re smoking
outside on campus, take a look
at the person next to you.
It’s me. and I don’t want
cancer.
j

7,
Sarah Hawley, Sports Editor
sports@lanthorn.com
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New scoreboard allows for replay possibilities
By Sarah Hawley
The Lanthom is now a twiceweekly newspaper, which gives
sports fans two times to check
on the Lakers — Monday and
Thursday

3
The 2004 GLIAC North Division
Champion volleyball squad from
GVSU is heading m the direction
of a second championship. The
squad received three of the six fustplace-votes plus a total of 31 points
adding up to the selection by the
head coaches to win the GLIAC
North Division this season.

35
Laker football celebrates 35 years
of football from 1970-2005 on
Sept. 3 when they play Gannon
University at Lubber’s Stadium.

20
In Grand Valley State
University women’s soccer opener
Meaghan Robinson shot from 20
yards out giving the Lakers their
first goal. To follow were two more
successful points from Katy Taller
and Shannon Carrier. The Lakers
beat the Valparaiso Crusaders 3-1
on the Crusaders’ turf on
August 19.

GVL Sports Editor
Fans will not have to worry
about wondering what they missed
when in line at the concession
stand, bending down to tie a shoe
during the biggest play of the night
or looking for friends buried in
the new student section at football
games since Grand Valley State
University now has replay features
on the brand new scoreboard and
idea screen.
GVSU football just wants to
thank the students, the faculty and
the fans with one large gesture —
in price, size and quality.
“We needed a new scoreboard,”
GVSU Athletic Director Tim Selgo
said. “We wanted to do something
for the fans that have supported us
(athletics) so well. It’s a way for us
to say thanks to the students and the
fans.”
Along with the replay feature,
the 12 by 22 feet video screen can
record fans watching from the
stands and sidelines, the marching
band half-time show and Louie the

Laker attempting cart wheels by the
student section. It will capture the
glow of the blue and white painted
GVSU letters across chests, big
blue hair and the rowing of the au
dience alter each touchdown. Sta
tistics and other game scores may
be displayed as well.
The 55 feet high and 82 feet
wide ProStar video Display Board
at Lubbers Stadium rests on four
pipes and can be seen from almost
any area on campus, even from the
parking lot dunng the tailgate par
ties. The final touches to the scoreboard addition were completed at
the end of July.
It is located on the south end of
the field, directly across from the
student section, which is in front of
where the old scoreboard survived
two back to back championship
seasons and then some. The old
scoreboard has been removed af
ter about 32 years of service to the
football program.
The total package cost about
$450,000, which tlie GVSU ath
letic department raised through
the football alumni association and
in advertisements. The six main

sponsors — Credit Union One.
Fludsonville Ice Cream. Meijer.
National City, Pepsi and Rockford
Construction — hold advertising
spots on the new scoreboard.
The scoreboard is to be manned
by the GVSU crew from last season,
while four Media Trex employees
take care of the video screen. There
will be two people from Media

too. Students, faculty and tans can
continue searching the stadium for
new additions as there are many
plans for the f uture.
“I think it’s going to be an excit
ing thing for the leaker game expe
rience,” Selgo said. “We believe we
have the best venue in the country,
in Division II and this just verifies
it.”

Trex in the production booth, one
persoivwill be with a camera in the
press box. and the final person will
be mewing around the field with the
mobile camera. This new addition
to Lubbers stadium was purchased
from Daktronics of Brookings,
South Dakota.
Selgo is excited about the new
addition and hopes the fans will be

Football season kicks off

1340
The Main Street Pub in Allendale
hosts the football coach’s show on
the WBBL 1340 AM radio station.
It begins at 6 p.m. Thursdays and
will run the duration of the
football season.

Return to glory
By Dan Kjlian Jr.
GVL Staff Writer

When it comes to fall sports,
there are countless events
to follow or attend. But in
Allendale, the big draw is the
Grand Valley State University
Lakers football team. Sporting
back-to-back national titles
(2002 and 2003) and a trip to
the Regional Finals in 2004, the
Lakers tradition of winning is
unparalleled in DU football, and
there is no reason to believe it
will be any different this year.
The Lakers lost wide
receiver Demonte Collins on
offense, who last year hooked
up 71 times for 1,006 yards and
13 touchdowns. But they are
bringing back two key players,
punter Man Regnery and pre
season All-American candidate
kicker Scott Greene. Not to
mention they boast one of the
top recruiting classes in 2005.
Grand Valley enters the
season as the pre-season #1 in
the Great Lakes Conference,
and received 11 of the 13
possible first place votes. To
add to the advantage, GVSU
plays three of the top five teams
at home, only having to travel
to No. 2 Northwood in the sixth
game of the season. The rest
of the top five (Saginaw Valley
Stale University, Michigan Tech
and Ferris Stale University),
all have to play in Lubbers
Stadium
But the Lakers home
field has gone through some
renovations this past off-season
and does not look quite the
same. Behind the north end
zone is a brand new scoreboard
/ jumbotron that should make
the 11,000 rabid fares that pack
the home games that much
more excited. Another change
is the new student sections that
cast a shadow over both end
zones, making the visiting team
feel a little less welcome...

Want to read more?
Vttt our Web site, www.
lanthorn.com.

CVL / *afe Brown
Ending the play: Defensive linebacker, Ryan Gaydosh tackles Ferris State's offense at Saturday's winning game.

By Sarah Hawley
GVL Sports Editor
Any rust that was laced into
junior Astin Martin’s cleats
was wiped clean at the end of
Saturday’s football game.
Martin, a University of
Toledo transfer that sat out all
last season, rushed 116 yards in
the season opener against Ferris
State University. Not to mention
19 carries that helped build a 3010 win for Grand Valley State
University.
“I haven’t played in a game
here, most of the receivers haven’t
played a game, so the first game
is good to get the jitters out of the
way,” Martin said. “It’s great to
be back at home, family, friends,
against one of my best friends
(Carlton Brewster), Grand Valley
and Ferris. I couldn’t ask for
anything better."
In Toledo, Martin spent two
years with the Rockets and

rushed for a total of 1,221 - yards,
plus compiled 16 touchdowns
before transferring to GVSU.
Cullen Finnerty opened up
the airways with much success
in connecting
with
seven
receivers. First,
he found junior
Eric Fowler at
the 12:09 mark
in the second
quarter for a
33-yard GVSU
touchdown,
which
gave
them a 10-7
lead. Later on
he sent a pass
to
Brandon
Langston
for
another
touchdown at the opening of the
third quarter. The Finnerty and
Langston combo linked on four
passes for 75 yards. Finnerty
tallied 203 yards in the air and

CVL / Misty Minnj
Running for it: Freshman linebacker Dan Skuta carries the ball toward
the end zone. The Lakers defeated Ferris State at Saturday's game.

game.” Finnerty said, “That left
the receivers wide open.”
Strong toes came in to seal the
deal with three field goals from
senior Scott Greene. The first was
a 37-yard kick
that started off
the scoring for
GVSU. Then
Eric
We did nice job
he nailed one
made nice catch lor
from 28-yards
in the second
touchdown, Langston made
quarter,
and
some catches. It was a good
a
34-yard
start
completion
in the third
- CHUCK MARTIN
quarter closed
GVSU HEAD COACH
out the victory.
“We
did
a nice job.”
GVSU head
coach Chuck
as well. This sent the record Martin said. “Eric made a nice
number of 14,557 fans, including catch for q touchdown. Langston
6,900 students, to their feet.
made some catches. It was a
“In the first couple of series we good start.”
This was the 34th meeting
sliced them up with the running

two touchdowns.
The air was not his only
home. Finnerty ran two yards
for a quick touchdown with 19
seconds left in the second quarter

between the two rivals, and
GVSU landed on top for the fifth
straight time.
Ferris State University’s
All-Amencan candidate Carl
Brewster stood silent because the
whole defense was on him.
“We knew we had to keep
Brewster off the board,” GVSU
defensive end Michael McFadden
said.
The Bulldogs landed their
only touchdown of the night off a
bad GVSU snap. Toward the end
of the first quarter, the snap went
over Greene’s head and Lenald
Monbo of Ferris grabbed it for a
touchdown.
This also gave Ferris their only
lead of the night 7-3. The other
three points came from a 23-yard
field goal by Josh Eichler.
“Ferris drove it down and got
three points at the start of the
second half,” Martin said. “Other
than that, our defense played
tremendous.”

DeMonte Collins dismissed from football team
By Jayson Bussa
GVL Staff Writer
Last year’s Grand Valley
State University football squad
was fueled offensively by a solid
passing game that put up 2,630
total yards on the season with 26
touchdowns. This year, the focal
point of that passing offense has
been taken out of the equation,
leaving a hole in the Lakers’ air
attack that must be filled in order
to gain the same production
On July 13. head coach Chuck
Martin announced on behalf of
the Laker football team that star
wide receiver Demonte Collins

(sophomore) had been dismissed
from the team for reasons that
have since been undisclosed to the
media.
The only light that was shed on
the situation concerning Collins
was that he had participated in
conduct that was quoted by Martin
as “detrimental to both himself
and the team.” The conduct was a
clear violation of team policy with
his indefinite departure from the
Lakers’ squad
Collins was initially suspended
from the team for the violation of
team rules on June 13.
“It’s unfortunate that we have to
take this action, but at this point and
time, it’s best that the Laker football

program and Demontc Collins
part ways," Martin said in a press
conference after the announcement
of Collins’ dismissal.
Collins led the Lakers in
receiving for virtually every
category, and by a large margin
from a majority of his teammates.
A proven favorite target for junior
quarterback Cullen
Finnerty.
Collins ripped down a total of
71 receptions last season as well
as reaching the 1.000 mark in
receiving yards with 1.006. Collins
also found pay day 13 times.
In addition to his huge numbers
on the field, Collins was honored
by the Great Lakes Conference last
season as he was named the 2004

Behind Langston in numbers,
was junior wide out Mark Catlin
who posted modest digits, and may
be another offensive threat through
the air. Last season Catlin hauled in
17 receptions for 230 yards and a
single touchdown.
Aside from Langston and
Catlin the Lakers have a number
of other wide receivers dotting
the roster that contributed to the
teams’ passing total, but not with
significant numbers. Youth ami
inexperience will be tested in the
upcoming contests for the passing
game, along with an increased
importance on the running game
that posted 2.332 total net yards for
the leakers last year.

GLIAC Freshman of the Year.
With the loss of Collins, the
Lakers are left looking to a number
of their other wide outs to take on
the responsibility of the passing
game. The depth of Lakers will play
in their favor as two experienced
receivers will step to the plate to
take the reigns.
Senior Brandon I^angston was
the second leading receiver for the
leakers last year, and will play a
pivotal role on the team for his last
year in Grand Valley colors. Last
year, Langston put up numbers
nearly equal to that of Collins as he
yanked down 56 catches with 813
yards on the season, along w ith 11
trips to the end zone.
k

>
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FDA delays morning-after
pill's nonprescription sale
By Lauran Neergaard
Associated Press Medical Writer

WASHINGTON - Most
women hoping to buy emergency
contraception
without
a
prescription will have to wait
awhile longer.
The
Food
and
Drug
Administration on Friday again
postponed
its
long-awaited
decision on whether to let the
morning-after pill sell over the
counter. It said it still hadn't
determined how to ensure that
only adults, and not young
teenagers, used it without a
doctor’s guidance.
The FDA did say scientific
evidence backed the safe
nonprescription use of the pill,
sold under the brand Plan B. by
women 17 or older. But it called
for 60 days of public comment
on whether and how drug stores
could enforce an age limit.
FDA Commissioner Lester
Crawford said the agency
“cannot have an inspector in
every pharmacy.”
The drug’s maker, Barr
Pharmaceuticals, criticized the
decision, questioning how the
agency could acknowledge that
scientific evidence supported
nonprescription sales and yet
not allow those sales to begin.
“It's like being in purgatory,”
said Barr chief executive Bruce

Downey.
The morning-after pill is a
high dose of regular birth control
that, taken within 72 hours of
unprotected sex, can lower the
risk of pregnancy by up to 89
percent. The sooner it’s taken,
the more effective it is. But it
can be hard to get a prescription
on weekends or holidays, and
some pharmacists refuse to fill
prescriptions.
Laws in seven states _ Alaska,
California, Hawaii. Maine, New
Hampshire, New Mexico and
Washington _ already allow
women to buy Plan B without
a prescription, with no age
restrictions. Massachusetts is set
to become the eighth this fall,
as lawmakers are expected to
override their governor’s veto of
nonprescription sales.
FDA’s delay doesn’t affect
Plan B sales in those states.
But it marked Barr’s latest
disappointment in the two-year
battle to sell Plan B without a
prescription nationwide.
Contraceptive advocates and
doctors groups say easier access
could halve the nation’s 3 million
annual unintended pregnancies.
FDA's scientists say the pills
are safe, used by more than 2.4
million Americans and millions
more women abroad with few
side effects.
The agency’s independent
scientific
advisers

overwhelmingly backed overthe-counter sales for everybody,
not just adults, in December
2003.
FDA rejected that
recommendation, citing concern
about young teens’ use of the pills
without a doctor’s guidance. Barr
reapplied, asking that women 16
and older be allowed to buy Plan
B without a prescription while
younger teens continue to get
a doctor’s note. Downey noted
that cigarettes are sold in drug
stores with age restrictions.
Friday, FDA essentially boiled
the issue down to regulatory
precedent: Selling the same dose
of a drug by prescription and
without at the same time and for
the same medical use has never
been done.
Among possible questions
for the public to answer: Could
Plan B be treated like cigarettes,
or become the first so-called
“behind-the-counter”
drug,
where women don’t need a
doctor’s note but must ask the
pharmacist to hand it over?
Crawford wouldn’t say how
soon after the 60 days of public
comment that FDA would
decide.
Why an age restriction, when
there isn’t one for prescription
Plan B today? Crawford said the
issue was at what age teens can
understand how to use the pills
properly.

Group leads in campus free-speech
By JoAnn Loviglio
Associated Press Writer

PHILADELPHIA - When
part-time college student Jihad
Daniel received a campuswide
e-mail invitation to see a movie
about lesbians, he balked.
“These are perversions,” he
replied to the e-mail’s sender,
asking that he no longer be sent
information about “Connie and
Sally” or “Adam and Steve.”
The next thing he knew, the
68-year-old student at William
Paterson University in Wayne,
New Jersey, was accused of
violating the state school’s antidiscrimination policy.
A letter of reprimand
followed in June, describing his
brief comments to the sender _
the head of the women’s studies
program _ as “derogatory or
demeaning.”
He took his case to a
Philadelphia organization that
has become the go-to group for
college students and professors
of all stripes who believe their
rights to free speech have been
violated.

Since 1999, the Foundation
for
Individual
Rights
in
Education has battled pro
bono for evangelicals and
atheists, animal rights activists
and campus
conservatives,
and others who say school
administrations have silenced
them because of their points of
view.
The group filed a complaint
with the university saying
Daniel’s rights to free speech and
due process had been violated.
The New Jersey attorney general
sided with the school, but the
foundation said it will fight to
have the reprimand lifted. With
11 employees in Philadelphia
and a network of dozens of
volunteer attorneys nationwide,
the foundation has grown from
an organization that publicized
student complaints to a resource
for college communities.
The group’s goal is to
“transform the culture of
education into one that respects
free speech for everybody,”
foundation president David
French said.
He said the foundation

has
successfully
defended
students, professors and student
newspapers in nearly 100 cases
_ at schools public and private,
small and large, urban and
rural.
Its most high-profile battles
have been against campus
speech codes.
On its Web site, the foundation
rates speech codes of about 4(X)
schools, lists codes of concern
and indicates whether any
related complaints have been
lodged. Outlawed behavior has
included “sexually suggestive
staring,”
“inappropriately
directed laughter,” or saying
anything _ intentionally or
unintentionally _ that could
embarrass someone else. The
co-founders of the foundation,
best known by its acronym,
FIRE, are Alan Charles Kors,
a conservative professor of
history at the University of
Pennsylvania, and Harvey A.
Silverglate, a civil liberties
attorney in Boston.
They met as students at
Princeton in the 1960s.

AP Photo / Mohammed Messara, Pool

Discussing the constitution: Iraqi Parliament speaker Hajim al-Hassani, right, talks to his Shiite deputy Hussain Shahristani during the Iraqi National Assembly session in Baghdad on Sunday. The Iraqi parliament convened Sunday and
received the new draft constitution but adjourned without a vote after the document was read to the mem!)ers.

Road to Iraqi charter
rockier than expected
By Robert

H.

Reid

Associated Press Writer
BAGHDAD, Iraq — Since
the early days of the occupation,
the United States has aimed for a
democratic constitution to serve
the interests of all Iraq’s ethnic and
religious groups. Getting one has
proven tough.
The tortured process, now
approaching a climactic stage,
has been marked by false
starts, overblown optimism and
miscalculations over the depth
of suspicion and hatred in a
religiously, ethnically and culturally
mixed society deeply wounded by
Saddam Hussein’s rule.
Time and time again, as the
Americans tned to accommodate
one Iraqi group, they ended up
offending another.
Often, plans crafted by the White
House and promoted by welltailored emissaries in Baghdad’s
hermetic Green Zone have
collapsed after a few utterances by
turbaned, reclusive Shiite Muslim
clerics in dusty Najaf.
Then Secretary of State Colin
Powell said in September 2003
that the United States would set
a deadline of six months for Iraqi
leaders to produce a permanent
constitution. In a sense that deadline
was met — but only with an interim
charter hammered out under U.S.
pressure and after numerous policy

GVSU Meal Plans
Available Online

Tax free purchases
Easier than cash

changes forced on Washington.
When the occupation began in
May 2(X)3, the United States and its
allies wanted a constitution drafted
as soon as possible, in part to deflect
pressure from France, Arab states
and others to quickly end foreign
control of Iraq.
Washington wanted United
Nations blessing for its operation
in Iraq as part of a now-abandoned
Bush administration plan to
bring other countries into the
reconstruction effort, share the
costs and spread responsibility if
things went sour.
Powell assured U.N. diplomats
that the United States had no plans
for a long-term occupation of
Iraq and had a strategy to transfer
power to Iraqis as soon as possible.
Central to that strategy was a new
constitution. But how to draft it?
Initially, the Americans wanted
a panel of experts to take on the
job but had no easy formula for
selecting them. Holding an election
so soon after the invasion did not
seem feasible in a country with
no electoral infrastructure and no
accurate voter lists.
Furthermore, the United States
and European Union believed they
had made a mistake in the 1990s by
pushing the new Balkans nations
into elections so soon after conflict.
The very extremists who pushed
those societies into war ended up
elected, since no other leaders had
emerged. U.S. officials worried
Saddam’s loyalists might “hijack”
Iraq’s democratic process.
As various alternatives were
explored. American officials in
Baghdad confidently predicted a
constitutional convention could
be in place by September 2003.
Once a constitution was finished,
elections would follow. But in
Najaf, a desert city held sacred by
the world’s Shiites. Grand Ayatollah
Ali al-Sistani insisted only elected
representatives should draft such a
far-reaching document.
Al-Sistani issued a binding
religious decree, or
fatwa,
on June 28, 2003, declaring
that a constitutional council
chosen by Americans would be
“fundamentally unacceptable.”
Few of the Iraqis tapped to help
administer the country wanted to
cross al-Sistani. the most influential
cleric in the Shiite majority. U.S.
overtures to al-Sistani not only
failed to change his mind but upset

the Sunni Arab minority, causing
many to suspect a U.S. plot to
install Shiites as the new dominant
force.
Each community was deeply
suspicious of the other. Key Shiite
leaders had fled to Iran and fought
against their homeland in the
1980-88 war with Iraq. Thousands
of Shiites were massacred by
Saddam’s Sunni-dominated regime
in a failed 1991 uprising.
As the constitutional prxxess
stalled, the insurgency began to
catch fire in the Sunni heartland
of central, western and northern
Iraq. Deciding the constitutional
track was at a dead end. the White
House made a major policy shift in
November 2003: The Americans
would convene a legislature by
the following May to draft the
constitution and elect a transitional
government to take full sovereignty.
Members of the legislature would
be chosen in regional caucuses.
Al-Sistani didn’t like that plan
either, and ultimately it, too, was
shelved.
As the Sunni insuigency
worsened, though. al-Sistani agreed
to accept an interim constitution
drafted by U.S. and Iraqi officials,
which would be supplanted by a
permanent charter written later by
elected legislators.
Still, the deadline for signing
the interim document was missed
when the Shiites refused to show
up. Al-Sistani had reservations,
among them a concession given to
the Kurds that if two-thirds of the
voters in three provinces rejected
the permanent constitution, it
would be defeated. Kurds control
three provinces.
Finally, however. al-Sistani
gave his blessing. Later, he agreed
to allow a U.N. envoy to name
a temporary government on the
promise of elections by Jan. 30.
Those elections produced a
parliament, which in turn appointed
a committee to draft the constitution
now under negotiation.
The
three-province
rule
demanded by the Kurds could end
up backfiring against them and
their Shiite allies.
Sunni Arabs are a majority in
at least four of Iraq’s 18 provinces,
and if enough of them vote "no” in
the constitutional referendum, the
charter is dead.
And the whole pnxess will have
to start all over again.
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al word, payable in advance

hours:
Friday.

Monday

through

Announcements
Birthdays
Employment
For sale
Housing
Internships
Lost & Found
Miscellaneous
Opportunities
Personals

The Grand Valley Lanthom
reserves the right to edit or reject
any advertisement at any time and
to place all advertisements under
proper classification.

Telephone 616-331-2460, or
leave a message on our afterhours answering machine. Fax
number is 616-331-2465. Office

Advertising

GRAND VALLEY LANTHORN
Monday, August 29, 2005

Roommates
Services
Wanted

Advertising Deadlines

Commercial Rates

Monday and noon on Tuesday for

Classified word ads:Flrst 20
words, $10 minimum charge, then
50 cents per additional word,
payable in advance. To boldface,
italicize or capitalize words in your
classified, add 10 cents per word.
To box an ad: $3.00 extra.

Thursday Bring or send your copy

Classifications

Standard of Acceptance

Phone, Fax and Hours

Classified rates for students
first 20 words $4, then 25 cents per
additional word, payable in
advance.

9-5,

9

Deadline is noon Friday for

to the Grand Valley Lanthom, 100
Commons.
Alt classifieds must be paid in
advance, until credit is established.

■ 'T
frequency

COMMERCIAL

2 Issue min.
3-4 Issue
5+ Issue

A word is defined as that which begins or ends with
a punctuation mark, hyphen, slash or space
(except prefixes and phone numbers).
Examples: "and/or" is two words; "www.lanthorn.com"
is three words; "not-for-profit organization"is four words.

DEPTS./NON-PROFIT

$0.45/word
$0.40/word
$0.35/word

$0.50/word
$0.45/word
$0.40/word
$ 10 minimum charge per insertion

IS $0.25

$4.00 PER INSERTION UP TO 20 WORDS, EACH <
OPPORTUNITIES
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Campus View thanks and wel
comes all tenants for the
2005- 2006 school year. Few
spots are available. Now ac
cepting
applications
for
2006- 2007.
Student Organizations - Let the
Lanthorn know what your or
ganization is doing. If you have
an upcoming event, stop by the
Lanthorn office at 100 Com
mons and fill out a press re
lease,
or
email
Lanthorn@gvsu.edu

PERSONALS
Tell your lover you love them.
Wish a friend good luck. Lift
someone’s spirits. Put it in writ
ing. Make it public. Lanthorn
personals are a great way to let
someone know you care. Call
616-331-2460 for more informa
tion.

WANTED
Wanted - 3 females to share
home in Coopersville. Rent is
$425 per month. Please call for
more info (616)997-0123

MISCELLANEOUS
Readers Caution - Ads appear
ing on this page may involve a
charge for phone calls, book
lets, information, CODs, etc.
Reply with caution.

BIRTHDAYS

EMPLOYMENT

HOUSING

INTERNSHIPS

INTERNSHIPS

Wish your friend a happy birth
day. Tell the world for just $4.00
(student pricing). Stop by the
Lanthorn office, 100 Commons,
for more details._____________

The Lanthorn is currently look
ing for cartoonists, writers and
distribution staff for the upcom
ing school year. For more infor
mation and an application, stop
by the Lanthorn at 100 Com-]
mons or email business@lanthorn.com

Jenison Townhouse, 2 bed
room,
1
1/2
baths,
washer/dryer, central air, dish
washer, quiet 616-667-1210,
616-454-0754, 616-457-3158

Internship Success Seminars *
Congratulations, you’ve ob
tained an internship position
and now the real work begins!
Internships have been de
scribed by employers as se
mester-long interviews; make
sure the impression you’re cre
ating at your internship site is a
postitive one. Attend this ses
sion to learn about profession
alism, including the unwritten
rules and expectations (beyond
your job desciption) that your
employer will be using to evalu
ate you. Session A: Thursday,
Sept. 6-7p.m Kirkhof Grand
River Room OR Session B:
Monday, Sept. 12, 4-5 p.m.
Kirkhof Room 215/216. Stu
dents are asked to register by
calling or e-mailing Career Serv-

ices with their name, e-mail ad
dress, and an indication of the
session that they wish to attend
(331-3311 orcareer@gvsu.edu).
Registration
deadline
is
Wednesday, Sept 7.

EMPLOYMENT
ATTENTION
SEPTEMBER
HELP Great starting pay. Make
your own schedule. Advance
ment opportunity. Gain resume
experience. Customer sales and
service. Conditions exist. Call
now 616-257-8593
Childcare Needed: 1-2 days a
week for GVSU professor’s 2
children - preschool and kinder
garten age. Grandville area. Call
(616)724-1838 for more imformation.
College students can earn up to
$10 dollars an hour. Part-time.
Call Mark at (616)677-3750 ext

020
PART TIME WORK $14.50
base - appt. Flexible schedules
and Scholarships available
Customer sales and service.
Conditions exist. No telemarket
ing and no door to door. Please
call Monday through Friday

616-257-8509
Spring Break 2006. Travel with
STS, America’s #1 Student Tour
Operator to Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas and Flor
ida. Now hiring for on campus
reps. Call for group discounts.
Information/Reservations
1-800-648-4849
or
www.ststravel.com

Writers - Get published and get
paid. The Lanthorn accepts and
publishes articles about cam
pus issues and themes. If you
have one. email it to the editor
at editorial@lanthorn.com

4 beds, 1 bath, new paint, car
pet, large deck, good street, 5
blocks from Pew Campus,
offstreet parking, $875 PM. In
cludes
wireless
internet,
washer/dryer, water or $1000
PM All utilities included, many
others to choose from. Call Ed
die 616-895-5864
Hudsonville - 3 bedroom ranch,
finished lower level, 4 miles
from
Allendale
campus,
$950/month, lease negotiable,
(616)662-9342

FOR SALE
HOUSING
2 bedroom 1 bath apartment lo
cated 2.5 miles from Grand Val
ley State University. Coin oper
ated laundry $510/month in
cludes water and sewer, 50%
discount on 1st month's rent
Call (616)399-2269
3 bedroom house near down
town, safe neighborhood, par
tially furnished, washer and
dryer, central air, garage.
$1,000/month, available imme
diately.
Call
Bruce
(616)893-4462

INTERNSHIPS
GVL Paid Internships * The
Grand Valley Lanthorn is offer
ing a limited number of paid in
ternships for fall: editorial illus
tration and graphic design; edi
torial assistant; business assis
tant; and advertising assistant.
Credit varies. Contact Melissa
Flores, business manager, or
A.J. Colley, editor in chief, at
the GVL office, 100 Commons.
No phone calls, please.

LOST & FOUND
Lost & Found ads are FREE for
the 1st insertion!! 25 word maximum. Email Lanthorn@gvsu.edu

MISCELLANEOUS
News Tips - The GV Lanthorn
editorial staff appreciates your
news tips and story ideas.
Please help us make news
available to the public. Email
your tip to lanthorn@gvsu.edu

1 TOWNHOUSE APARTMENTS
|

IN JENISON
AVALIABLE FOR THIS SCHOOL YEAR

■

Jenison - 2 bedroom/1 bath
Cuiet community. 15 minutes
from downtown and Allendale.
$540-$690 includes utilities ex
cept electric. Cottonwood For
est Apts. 616-457-3714

2BR, 1

1/2

BATHS, WASHER/DRYER, QUIET

I

$320.00 PER PERSON

_
■

PER MONTH BASED ON 2 PERSON OCCUPANCY
AND ONE YEAR LEASE

I

616-454-0754/616-667-1210/616-457-3158

Live a little on Mondays!

FedEx Ground offers
unlimited promotional opportunities
for Part-Time package
handlers who obtain college degrees!!!

i

3:00AM-8:00AM Tues.-Sat.
5:00PM-10:00PM Mon-Fri.

Enjoy a double order of chicken,
steak or combo fajitas
(enough for two) for just *11!
Frosty, 10 oz. Top Shelf or
Caribbean Margaritas
are only *Z*

Pay Rate: S8.50-t9.50/hour

RAISE: after 90 days
TUITION ASSISTANCE: after 30 days
F.EO/AA Employment Opportunities
'Must lx- able to lift an average of 50 lbs.’
Apply in person M-Th 9am-4pm

FedEx Ground

/

3378 3 Mile Rd.
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Ground

Walker, MI. 49544
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Lake Michigan Credit Union has

5 ATMs ON CAMPUS

Common* <i«wrr

®

BAR)

• Drive-Up Kiosk <* 4ir*d/P»mr) • Field House • Kirkoff Center • Kleiner Commons

FREE CHECKING
.
FREE DEBIT CARDS
* FREE ONLINE RANKING
LAKE

MICECRHIIC.
AN
XT UNION

CAMPUS CONVENIENCE

0RANPVIU.E
At RiverTown Crossings Mall
3700 RiverTown Pkwy.
616-530-7433

• 1<rr Cheeking for anyone under age 24 or with D.reO Deposit

616.Z4Z.9790 • H00.Z4Z.9790

www.LMCU.nrg
19 Lmvitiom • Over rifl ATMs

*Mutt be at Icatt 1\ years of age to consume alcohol.
Offer valid every Monday II a.m. to close.
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Adjacent to Campus - Not Miles Away

All new townhomes were gone by December last year, so don't
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Least expensive housing options for GVSU students
Great housing without blowing your budget

Convenient parking and across the street from campus
In a beautiful arbor-like setting
<

